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Video: The UN General Assembly Declaration on
“Pandemic Preparedness Treaty”: U.N. Just
Committed Fraud and Countries Have Noticed
Important to understand and share this information about the illegal Pandemic
Treaty and IHR amendments
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***

Countries worldwide have just covered up their own fraud about a vote that happened in the
United Nations which also affects the WHO and what they deemed they are able to do to us
in the future. 

78th UN General Assembly 2023: The UN tried to pass a political declaration on 20th of
September 2023, which was opposed by 11 countries via a letter to the UNGA President,
copying UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres.

The  UNGA’s  78th  president  Dennis  Francis  approved  a  ‘historic’  but  non-binding
political  declaration  on  pandemic  prevention,  preparedness  and  response.  

So what did the 11 countries object to?

No consent, lack of transparency and illegal unilateral coercive measures 1.
Unfair practices including veto, lack of inclusion, absence of balance and neglect2.
Forced consensus, bulldozing, and ignoring repeated breaking of silence 3.
Call to Action: Recall of the nature and legal standing of UN meetings4.

Watch the video below.
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